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How can our lessons…

 make connections with things that 

matter?

 ease the learning journey?

 motivate students to get involved?

 broaden our students’ horizons?



Motivating students to get involved



The start of the lesson 

is like a closed gate…

The gate = the attitude of the students.

 Gates can be open or closed. 

 Closed gates can be locked or unlocked. 

 Usually the gate is closed but not locked. 

 Our mission: open the gates!



Who is he?



Who is he?

Which actor to play:

- your teacher?

- your classmate?

- your mum?



Talking about the cinema



Talking about the cinema

Do you prefer

- seeing films on TV/DVD, or in the cinema?

- seeing foreign films dubbed or with subtitles?

- films from your country or American films?



You only lie once

Have you ever…

 …fallen asleep while watching a film? 

 …bought the soundtrack of a film?

 …left the cinema before the end of the film?

 …seen a film more than three times?

 …cried in a film?

 …seen a film with English subtitles?

 …appeared in a film?



What’s the first line?

A. Thirteen metres.

Titanic

B. I believe in America. 

The Godfather

C. The world is changed.

D. Life's not fair, is it?

The Lion King

E. Once upon a time, there was a lovely princess. 



What are the first four lines?

The world is changed. 

I feel it in the water. I 

feel it in the earth…

(6 more words)

…I smell it in the air.



Recognise this?



One does not simply…



Making connections with things that matter



What do students hate about teachers?



What’s behind students’ motivation?

When students are motivated by a task, it’s often because…

 they feel secure in the lesson

 motivation to get involved

 they have something to say about the topic

 connecting with things that matter 

 they have the tools to get the job done

 the task is appropriate for their level



Who is he?

Ben Way is 35 years old.

As a child he was dyslexic.

He didn’t go to university.

He is a computer m__________





The art of taking notes

“The euro was

introduced on the

first of January, 

1999.”

“This year is the 

two hundredth 

anniversary of the 

birth of the English 

novelist Charles 

Dickens.”



Taking Notes

Symbols

Abbreviations

Omissions



Abbreviating sentences

“The euro was

introduced on the

first of January, 

1999.”

“This year is the 

two hundredth 

anniversary of the 

birth of the English 

novelist Charles 

Dickens.”



Mastermind

The Two Ronnies_ Mastermind.flv


1. Spain is smaller than France.

2. The Amazon is longer than the Nile.

3. Oxford U is older than Cambridge U.

4. The English alphabet is shorter than the Arabic alphabet.

5. K2 is more dangerous to climb than Mt Everest.  

The Safe

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

TRUE

FALSE





Easing the learning journey



Activities that provide light relief

 Anecdotes from your life

 Celebrity gossip

 Stories with a twist

 Jokes



Anecdotes

 Exploiting the power of 

narrative

 The appeal of it being real

 Human interest

 Life lessons



Celebrity gossip



DIY celebrity gossip

 Tried out to play professional baseball with the Cincinnati 

Reds.

 Has expressed no interest in obtaining United States 

citizenship and has criticized America's health care 

system.

 Launched a Facebook page and within a few hours had 

attracted more than six million followers.

 Was named in Tatler’s top 10 best-dressed list in January 

2010.

 Never misses an LA Lakers home game. Has an art 

collection worth $100 million.



Stories…    

…with a twist



Jokes

 Enhancing cultural awareness

 Improving language awareness

 Providing a take-away

to give sb/sth a 

bad name



Broadening our students’ horizons



Helping students to gain confidence in themselves

 By helping them acquire learning techniques

 By encouraging creative thinking

 By building a positive classroom dynamic



10 items to memorise 

 broccoli

 toothpaste

 apples

 sponge

 nail clippers

 wine

 carrots

 tweezers

 comb

 strawberries



Remembering a sequence of words

Techniques and mnemonic devices:

 rooms in a house

 words and faces

 repetition

 creating a story

 no technique



Start a fire!

Send a 

message!





“Some people talk while they sleep…

…teachers talk while other people sleep…”



Gates and Bridges?



How can our lessons…
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 ease the learning journey?
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